An analysis is presented on SPICE predicted, SEU ground tested, and CRRES observed heavy ion and proton soft error rates of GaAs SRAMs. Upset rates overestimated the susceptibility of the GaAs SRAMs. Differences are accounted to several factors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) launched in July of 1990 included experiments to study effects of Single Event Upset (SEU) on various microelectronic ICs [ 1, 2] . The MicroElectronics Package (MEP) subsection of the satellite experiments monitored upset rates on 65 devices over a 15 month period. One of the purposes of the SEU experiments was to determine if our soft error modeling techniques were of sufficient accuracy to predict error rates, and ifnot, to determine where the deficiencies existed. The work presented here examines aspects of predicting SEU rates for GaAs static RAMS in a space environment .
The CRRES satellite was in a highly elliptical orbit (18.2 degrees, 348 km by 33,582km) with a period of 9.87 hours.
This caused two traversals of the proton radiation belts per day and an extended time at high altitudes near geosynchronous orbit. It was therefore relatively simple to separate the radiation environment responsible for SEUs in time. Previous papers [3-61 have summarized SEU measurements for many of the ICs in the MEP.
Two GaAs static SRAM types were monitored on the MEP: the McDonnell-Douglas Complementary Enhancement Junction Field Effect Transistor (C-EJFET) SRAM [7] and the Rockwell Depletion MEtal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor / resistor (D-MESFEThesistor) SRAM [8] . These devices were sponsored by DARPA through the Digital GaAs IC Technology Insertion Program [9] .
The C-EJFET device is designed with complementary logic, thus providing low static power consumption ( luWhit) when compared to GaAs EnhancementlDepletion Logic. The SRAMs included in the MEP experiment were configured as a 256 x 1 Half of which was actively tested for SEU. The memory cell design between the 256 and 1K SRAMs are very similar. Figures 1 and 2 show schematics of the C-EJFET cell and the D-MESFET/-resistor cell. This paper examines the C-EJFET and D-MESFEThesistor SRAMs via circuit simulation, ground testing measurements and CRRES observed space upset rates. Discrepancies are then discussed.
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS PREDICTIONS
In 1985 and 1986 results were published on critical charge predictions of the two GaAs part types studied on the MEP [10, 11] .This earlier work modeled both the C-EJFET and D-MESFEThesistor cell for critical charge predictions. Critical charge simulations were performed with TRIG-SPICE, software developed at N.C. State which included a GaAs MESFETNFET model and photocurrent models incorporated into SPICE [lo] .
"0" Figures 1 and 2 show location of photocurrent sources used to predict critical charge. Due to hole collection at the predicted heavy ion upset rates for both SRAM types from ground testing is shown in Table 11 . MESFET's (or JFET's) gate or electron collection at the MESFET's (or JFET's) drain, critical charges were calculated for each cell. Collection volumes were associated with each photocurrent location. The heavy ion error rate is calculated from the critical charge and collection volume dimensions with the CREME models for the 18 degree CRRES orbit. The assumed collection volumes were described in previous work [ l l] . Results of the SPICE simulations, including predicted critical charges and heavy ion error rates are shown in Table I . The table includes the assumed collection volumes and simulated critical charges.
GROUND TESTING PREDICTIONS
Heavy ion testing was performed on both types of memories. Results of heavy ion testing for the C-EJFET and DMESFETIresistor memories are shown in Figure 3 . The C-EJFET data in Figure 3 was obtained form the CRRES DATAbase at JPL [ 121 and from published reports [ 13] .The heavy ion saturated cross section was observed for the 256 bit C-EJFET SRAM to be approximately 900 square microns, and the 50% threshold LET is approximately 4.0 
IV. OBSERVED UPSET RATES
The operation of the MEP in space and the procedures for measuring SEU rates have been described previously [3, 5] .The location and time of the occurrence of each SEU event is known and transmitted to earth. This allows for identification of the location of the SEU event with respect to the earth's magnetic field and hence within the radiation belts. The data from the MEP was provided by Phillips Laboratory (formally the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory). Upset data was stored at the NRL CRRES Flight Data Analysis Center and extracted using custom-developed day.The effects of the new accounting procedure reduces the previous rates (by less than an order of magnitude) except for the L > 4 data on the 1K D-MESFEThesistor SRAM (which increased the upset rate, but by 10%) [5] . The GaAs devices where susceptible to lower energy protons which occurred at higher L-shells as observed in Figure 4 . The data in Figure 4 is a record of upsets on the C-EJFET GaAs devices which were susceptible to lower energy protons and D-MESFEThesistor SRAMs before the March 1991 solar flare. The upset rates before this SEP event are compared against the predictions.
The CRRES observed error rates are shown in Table 4 . The data in the table is arranged by period, L-shell and memory type. The upset data is separated in time into the quiescent period before the March 1991 flare, during the flare when upset rates increased, and after the flare when the upset rates were reduced. The appropriate CRRES orbit identification numbers are presented in the table. For the initial comparison against predictions, the boundary of an Lshell equal to 4 earth radii was used to separate the data 
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between proton and cosmic ray upsets. However the influence of the solar flare had the largest impact on the upset rates at higher altitudes (L>4).
Examination of upset rates for the quiescent period before the flare event shows that upset rates were higher in the lower altitudes(Lc4) for all four GaAs SRAMs. This initial observation suggests that these memories are sensitive to proton upsets. Furthermore the D-MESFET/resistor SRAMs showed higher upset rates than the C-EJFET memories, which is compatible with the relative sensitivity of each technology [ 1 13 .
During the solar flare event the upset rates increased in the upper L-shell's of the CRRES orbit, and then dropped off in the post-flare period. In some devices we observe that the upset rates in the lower L-shells actually reduced during 
A. Heavy Zon Upset Rates
The initial comparison of predicted and observed heavy ion error rates is shown in Table 5 for both device types.
The predicted upset rates fall within an order of magnitude of the observed rates. Comparison of the C-EJFET 256 memory data shows the SPICE calculation is an order of magnitude low, while the heavy ion predictions are an order of magnitude high. With regard to the Rockwell SRAMs the SPICE predictions were 1-2 orders of magnitude high. Using the heavy ion measurement data allowed rates to be calculated whichare veryclose to the observed rates in the D-MES-FET 256 bit memory.
Differences between the predicted and observed rates can be attributed to several different factors,
1) incorrect collection volume dimensions for the SPICE calculation,
2) absence of an adequate technique to correlate the circuit critical charge to the deposited critical charge, 3) enhanced charge collection mechanisms may be present.
Since the earlier work on SPICE modeling, other research has shown that collection volumes in GaAs FET devices may be larger than expected [ 15l.Increasing the collection volume essentially increases the upset rate prediction. The collection volume can include the region approximately one diffusion length outside the transistor's active region (unless an isolation region is introduced in the structure). Depending on the doping of the GaAs, the diffusion length is on the order of 2 to 3 microns. Modification of the collection volume to include the region within a diffusion length of the active transistor resulted in the SPICE upset rate increase to 3.11 x 10' errorshit-day for the C-EJFET SRAM. This is roughly an order of magnitude change due only to considering the increased collection volume.
Direct use of the SPICE-calculated critical charge in the heavy ion prediction code will provide an overestimation of the cosmic ray upset rate. The circuit-derived critical charge is the minimum charge required in the circuit to provide reversal of the logic state in the SRAM cell. This is not equivalent to the average deposited critical charge taken from the heavy ion upset cross section curve. The average deposited critical charge is considered as the average critical charge per cell, and this value has a variance relative to the collection volume shape, cell to cell variances, and possibly charge collection enhancement effects. es in cell-to-cell uniformity, and no enhancement effects, the circuit derived critical charge corresponds to the Onset LET. Therefore using the critical charge determined from the circuit analysis will provide higher upset rates than the average value obtained from the heavy ion data. In comparison the average LETs calculated via the heavy ion data for the C-EJFET and D-MESFET cells are respectivity 21% and 900% larger than the assumed Onset LETs. This may account for the high predictions, especially for the D-MESFEThesistor SRAM error rates since this device is susceptible to particles with very low LETs. Corrected for this difference, the upset rate of the D-MESFEThesistor is calculated to be 1.05 x lo4 errordbit-day. This result is within 50% of the measured value for the 256 bit SRAM. Enhancement effects have been observed in experimental measurements and in 2-Dimensional charge transport simulations [ 15, 161 . Enhanced charge collection would reduce the amount of charge required to be deposited into the transistor to provide upset, and thus make the circuit derived critical charge appear larger than it actually is. This would artificially make the SPICE error rate predictions low. The heavy ion LET measurements, which do not require the memory cell's electrical characteristics, essentially include any effects of enhancement in the upset cross section, unless there is a dependence of an enhancement effect with varying the incident angle (therefore cos(theta) effects need to be considered). Presently the issue is still being debated as to whether the characteristic shape of the heavy ion upset cross section curve is dependent on collection volumes, enhancement effects, LET variance or a combination of all. Further study is required to determine if enhanced charge collection needs to be incorporated into the SEU prediction process.
B. Proton Upset Rates
Table VI includes comparison of predicted and observed proton upset rates for both GaAs SRAM types. Predictions are presented only for proton rates before the occurrence of the March 1991 solar flare. Observed rates are given before and after the flare.
Examination of the proton upset rates shows that in the period before the solar flare the GaAs SRAMs were observed to have higher upset rates than predicted at the lower altitudes which correspond to the proton belts. The predicted proton error rates for the C-EJFET memories are overestimated by two orders of magnitude. Data was not available to make predictions of the D-MESFET/resistor SRAMs, however data was obtained from previously reported results on a similar GaAs D-MESFET memory [15] .The D-MESFET predicted proton upset rate based on the assumed upset cross section (similar part) underestimates the upset rate by a factor of 2 to 8.
The overestimating of the C-EJFET memories may be attributed to the lack of information of the proton upset cross section verses proton energy on these devices. Further research is required to measure the complete proton upset cross section of these devices to determine if the Bendel model (1 or 2 parameter) is accurate for GaAs devices.
During the flare it was observed that the upset rate increased on all of the observable GaAs SRAMs above the L=4 shell. Only on the 1K D-MESFET memory did the lower altitude upset rate reduce by an order of magnitude. As the flare subsided the upset rates on all parts reduced.
Upon considering the high upset rates in the proton belts, the low estimated critical charges and the relative large size of the GaAs SRAM collection volumes, the C-EJFET and D-MESFEThesistor cell were examined to evaluate whether ionizing proton upsets could be a contributing factor. The simulated critical charge for the D-MESFEThesistor cell ranges from 7 to 18 fC. This corresponds to an incident proton having energy of 209 to 540 KeV. The Onset LET required for the assumed collection depths would range from 0.224 to 0.60MeV/mg/cmz. The largest stopping power for a proton in GaAs is 0.286 MeVlmglcm'. This rough approximation would assume that protons entering the GaAs device with energies between 209 to 220 KeV may upset the D-MESFET cell. The range of these ions is equivalent to the assumed depth of the collection volume. Ions of higher energy (above the Bragg peak) have LETS too low to deposit sufficient charge within the collection volume to cause upset.
The C-EJFET cell simulated critical charges of 18.8 to 30.3 fC corresponds to 560 to 902 KeV. The Onset LET required for the 0.5um collection depth would be between 2.14 to 3.45 MeV/mg/cmz, which is too high for ionizing protons to upset. The range of protons within the previous energy band (561 to 902 KeV) is larger than the 0.5 um assumed for the collection depth. Therefore we would not expect ionizing protons to upset the C-EJFET cell, and the large overestimation of the proton upset rate would suggest this assumption is correct. Using the SPACE RADIATION prediction code [ 171, we have calculated the trapped proton environment appropriate for the CRRES mission behind 20 mils of equivalent aluminum. These devices were located on the outer board of the MEP, receiving a minimum of shielding material. The appropriate energy band of protons on the outside of the shielding that could provide the approximate energy band of 209 to 220 KeV protons is an 11 KeV window around 9 MeV. From the heavy ion upset cross section data and the device
The predicted heavy ion rates were an order of magnitude high while the predicted proton upset rates where two orders high. Predictions based on heavy ion data for the D-MES-FET/resistor technology fell within an order of magnitude of the observed rate for both cosmic ray and proton upset rates.
SPICE calculations underpredicted the upset rates for the C-EJFET SRAMs and over estimated the D-MESFET/-resistor SRAM upset rates. The underestimate of cosmic ray rates may be attributed to either a minimal assumption of collection depth or the possibility of enhanced charge collection. Incorrect use of the circuit-derived critical charge relative to the average measured critical charge would lead to the overestimation of the heavy ion upset rate predictions for the D-MESFETIresistor SRAM.
Observation of upset rates following onset of the solar flare event suggests solar protons were responsible for high upset rates in the higher altitudes. The D-MESFET/resistor memory requires further investigation to determine whether the upsets caused by protons were due to direct ionization or indirect nuclear reactions producing recoils of sufficient stopping power. dimensions, the assumed upset cross Section for this IOW Of an LET would be on the order of 2 umz, essentially the depletion region of the MESFET's Schottky barrier. From the SPACE RADIATION program [17] the predicted flux for protons of energy 9 MeV with an 11 KeV window is 15.4 particles/cm'/second. This rough flux approximation would correspond to an approximate rate of 2.6 x 10" errordbitday for the D-MESFETiresistor SRAM. This value is on the same order of magnitude as that assumed for the inelastic proton upset rate, therefore it could be suggested that upsets due to direct proton ionization may be a contributing factor to the total proton upsets for the D-MESFET SRAM. To confirm whether proton stopping power is relevant, further experiments are required to examine the low energy proton upset cross section. Previous research on an GaAs E/D MESFET SRAM had shown upsets with protons having energies as low as 17 MeV, which is below the apparent proton threshold energy [ 151. Upset rate predictions using heavy ion data are shown to overestimate the observed rates on C R R E~ for the GaAs c-EJFET SRAM for both heavy ion and proton upset rates.
V. CONCLUSIONS

